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Low in fat and cholesterol, nutritious and inexpensive, chicken is the meat of choice for legions of

diet-conscious, budget-conscious, and taste-conscious Americans. 365 Ways to Cook Chicken

provides you with tempting, mouthwatering recipes for every occasion, every season, every cook,

and every day.Baked, fried, barbecued, stewed, roastedâ€”you name your favorite chicken dish, it's

here.Simple one-dish casseroles are perfect for midweek family meals, while tasty appetizers and

elegant roasts promise to impress any dinner party guests.Whether your tastes run to Buffalo's

famous chicken wings or to gumbos with a Cajun kick, from subtle to saucy, you will find scores of

dishes to tickle your fancy.Here's a poultry classicâ€”with almost a million copies sold.
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This was the first cookbook I began using when I got married in the mid 90s and it was a great way

to get started cooking, without being overwhelming. Prep times and cook times listed and are pretty

accurate. This is a very good series - there's also 365 ways to cook pasta,365 low cal recipes and

365 fish & seafood recipes that I also bought and use. But the chicken one is the most worn, with

tears and spills on it from most frequent use. 3 family favorites are #88 chicken with cream sauce,

proscuitto and peas, red pepper chicken #113 and chicken marsala with mushrooms #106. This will

always be a favorite cookbook in our house! I bought this copy as a gift for a relative who's starting

to cook.

I've had this book for over ten years. My mother In-law kept pestering me to copy recipes for her so,

I just bought her one. She doesn't call as much now. Thank you.



I thought I reviewed this for  earlier. I like the book, lots of good recipes for chicken. I was hoping for

an updated version but this is acceptable. I have tried some of them and they are very good. Others

are earmarked for a later time.

I bought this book years ago. It was my go-to resource to make chicken interesting. Unfortunately, I

lost my copy in my last move. Now I have it back. The recipes are well written and quite tasty. This

time I won't lose my copy.

I like the book, the recipes are fairly simple and don't use too many ingredients that aren't readily

available. My only wish is that the book had more pictures.

I had this book when it was originally published and loaned it to a friend. Believe it or not, I really

missed having it after 5 years! It was my go-to for those times when I just ran out of ideas for

chicken. I'm glad I was able to find it again and will definitely will not be loaning it to anyone.

I bought this cookbook 20 years ago when I was first married and overall it has the best chicken

recipies out there. 20 years later, this book is still my staple for many of my favorite recipies and I

have copied many of the recipies for my family and friends at their request. Now my daughter

makes many of the dishes featured in the book.Make sure you try the chicken marsala and the

honey bbq wings but all of the recipies are terrific.

Lots of great recipes just wish it had pictures.
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